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Clear, concise instruction for all CFA Program Level I concepts and competencies for the 2020 exam The same official curricula that CFA Program candidates receive with program registration is now publicly available for purchase. CFA Program Curriculum 2020 Level I, Volumes 1-6 provides the complete Level I curriculum for the 2020 exam, delivering the Candidate Body
of Knowledge (CBOK) with expert instruction on all 10 topic areas of the CFA Program. Fundamental concepts are explained in-depth with a heavily visual style, while cases and examples demonstrate how concepts apply in real-world scenarios. Coverage includes ethical and professional standards, quantitative analysis, economics, financial reporting and analysis, corporate
finance, equities, fixed income, derivatives, alternative investments, and portfolio management, all organized into individual sessions with clearly defined Learning Outcome Statements. Charts, graphs, figures, diagrams, and financial statements illustrate concepts to facilitate retention, and practice questions provide the opportunity to gauge your understanding while
reinforcing important concepts. Learning Outcome Statement checklists guide readers to important concepts to derive from the readings Embedded case studies and examples throughout demonstrate practical application of concepts Figures, diagrams, and additional commentary make difficult concepts accessible Practice problems support learning and retention CFA
Institute promotes the highest standards of ethics, education, and professional excellence among investment professionals. The CFA Program curriculum guides you through the breadth of knowledge required to uphold these standards.
**Three novels ON SALE! Regular price $7.98** Be sure to grab book 4, Birth of the Alliance, on sale today as well! A sprawling tale blending science fiction, high technology, and fantasy, The Aliomenti Saga traces the rise and proliferation of a secret group of supernaturally gifted men and women through the life of their most dynamic member, Will Stark. A QUESTION OF
WILL (Book 1)Will Stark is a phenomenally successful businessman, happily married, with a young son he adores. When he arrives home on his 35th birthday, he finds the guards to his gated community murdered, his home ablaze with his family inside, and his life nearly ended by those responsible. Will is immersed in the culture of the Alliance, a splinter group of the
Aliomenti. He'll learn their secrets... and more about himself and his destiny than he ever imagined possible. PRESERVING HOPE (Book 2)Will meets a young girl named Elizabeth Lowell, resident of a hidden village, daughter of the leader of that village, and one forced against her will to bear the burden of learning the secrets the villagers seek to learn. Elizabeth has secrets
of her own, though, and Will must ensure that the revelation of those secrets doesn't result in the girl's death... as it did for her mother. ASCENT OF THE ALIOMENTI (Book 3)Drawing upon his business and life experiences, Will transforms the Aliomenti into a global financial powerhouse awash in technological advances that would astound their human peers. But when
power and wealth turn to paranoia, Will must decide if the group can be saved--or if the actions of the Leader of the Aliomenti mean a permanent separation is inevitable. Enjoy the first three novels of the Aliomenti Saga, a seven book epic sci-fi series featuring elements of cyberpunk, nanotech, Jedi-like mental powers, time travel, secret societies at war, elements of fantasy,
and even a trained assassin with blood-red eyes. Book 1: A Question of Will Book 2: Preserving Hope Book 3: Ascent of the Aliomenti Book 4: Birth of the Alliance*** Book 5: Preserving Will Book 6: Stark Cataclysm Book 7: Convergence ***Continue the journey with Birth of the Alliance, on sale now!
What's the worst that can happen? All three books of the Devout Trilogy (Sacred, Profane, Penance) in one box set, by USA Today Bestselling Author Tymber Dalton writing as Lesli Richardson. This MMM contemporary political romance series features older main characters, a second-chance at first and lost love, power exchange, pining, frenemies to lovers, a secret
workplace romance at the highest levels of our nation's government, political intrigue, and a satisfying HEA. This standalone trilogy is set in the world of the Governor Trilogy series.
Clear, concise instruction for all CFA Program Level I concepts and competencies for the 2019 exam The same official curricula that CFA Program candidates receive with program registration is now publicly available for purchase. CFA Program Curriculum 2019 Level I, Volumes 1-6 provides the complete Level I curriculum for the 2019 exam, delivering the Candidate Body
of Knowledge (CBOK) with expert instruction on all 10 topic areas of the CFA Program. Fundamental concepts are explained in-depth with a heavily visual style, while cases and examples demonstrate how concepts apply in real-world scenarios. Coverage includes ethical and professional standards, quantitative analysis, economics, financial reporting and analysis, corporate
finance, equities, fixed income, derivatives, alternative investments, and portfolio management, all organized into individual sessions with clearly defined Learning Outcome Statements. Charts, graphs, figures, diagrams, and financial statements illustrate concepts to facilitate retention, and practice questions provide the opportunity to gauge your understanding while
reinforcing important concepts. Learning Outcome Statement checklists guide readers to important concepts to derive from the readings Embedded case studies and examples throughout demonstrate practical application of concepts Figures, diagrams, and additional commentary make difficult concepts accessible Practice problems support learning and retention CFA
Institute promotes the highest standards of ethics, education, and professional excellence among investment professionals. The CFA Program curriculum guides you through the breadth of knowledge required to uphold these standards.
A James Acton Box Set - Books 4-6
Harlequin Intrigue April 2020 - Box Set 1 of 2
The Harmless Series Boxed Set
Pacific Vista Ranch: Box Set Collection Books 1-3
Personal Evolution 4-Book Box Set: Likability, Charisma, Productivity, Critical Thinking, & Assertiveness
Harlequin Blaze August 2016 Box Set

All three books in the award-winning Celestial Downfall trilogy are now available in this high-value set! Angels have ruled for too long... it'll take one of their own to stop them. Fallen to Grace: Book 1 Azrael's a wingless angel, and if that wasn't bad enough, she's the only one with a functioning conscience. Her bi-color eyes mark her as a moral hybrid, and when she breaks her enslavement to Manor
Saffron by making a deal with a demon, she doesn't expect to become Queen. Sheʼll have to survive her new royal magic, convince a legion of angels sheʼs worth fighting for, and find the breach in her Faustian deal, or risk a new master with horns. Rise to Hope: Book 2 Azrael must face a new world with new masters. Sheʼs the Queen of Celestia̶or so the Council of angels wish her to believe.
The Seraphim, the true ruler of Celestia, holds Gabriel captive and tinkers with dark magic. Azrael must master her powers and her heart like never before in order to save Gabriel and lead a coup against the Seraphim. Stand for Justice: Book 3 After executing a brave, if not foolhardy plan to usurp the Seraphim, Azraelʼs battle has only just begun. For the first time in history, humans, demons, and
angels are working together. Her dream of a future where angelic slavery is abolished is within her grasp. But every deal comes with a price. Is Azrael ready to pay? ★★★★★ AWARDS ★★★★★ 2018 Silver Chapter of Excellence Award! 2017 eFestival of Words Best Fantasy Finalist! Praise for the Celestial Downfall Trilogy ★★★★★ "Vivid and Captivating" ★★★★★ "Such an amazing book I
absolutely loved it and highly recommend this to anyone looking for the best supernatural fiction you can find anywhere! ★★★★★ "Fresh and Original. I couldn't put it down!" This Boxed Set Includes: ★ Fallen to Grace (Book 1) ★★ Rise to Hope (Book 2) ★★★ Stand for Justice (Book 3)
Master the practical aspects of the CFA Program curriculum with expert instruction for the 2020 exam The same official curricula that CFA Program candidates receive with program registration is now publicly available for purchase. CFA Program Curriculum 2020 Level II, Volumes 1-6 provides the complete Level II curriculum for the 2020 exam, with practical instruction on the Candidate Body of
Knowledge (CBOK) and how it is applied, including expert guidance on incorporating concepts into practice. Level II focuses on complex analysis with an emphasis on asset valuation, and is designed to help you use investment concepts appropriately in situations analysts commonly face. Coverage includes ethical and professional standards, quantitative analysis, economics, financial reporting
and analysis, corporate finance, equities, fixed income, derivatives, alternative investments, and portfolio management organized into individual study sessions with clearly defined Learning Outcome Statements. Charts, graphs, figures, diagrams, and financial statements illustrate complex concepts to facilitate retention, and practice questions with answers allow you to gauge your understanding
while reinforcing important concepts. While Level I introduced you to basic foundational investment skills, Level II requires more complex techniques and a strong grasp of valuation methods. This set dives deep into practical application, explaining complex topics to help you understand and retain critical concepts and processes. Incorporate analysis skills into case evaluations Master complex
calculations and quantitative techniques Understand the international standards used for valuation and analysis Gauge your skills and understanding against each Learning Outcome Statement CFA Institute promotes the highest standards of ethics, education, and professional excellence among investment professionals. The CFA Program curriculum guides you through the breadth of knowledge
required to uphold these standards. The three levels of the program build on each other. Level I provides foundational knowledge and teaches the use of investment tools; Level II focuses on application of concepts and analysis, particularly in the valuation of assets; and Level III builds toward synthesis across topics with an emphasis on portfolio management.
Do you harbor passionate otherworldly desires where the normal and paranormal collide? Let Harlequin® Nocturne bring you into dark and dangerous territory where your senses will be awakened. This box set includes: CHARMED BY THE WOLF by Kristal Hollis Wolf pack sentinel Tristan Durrance firmly believes “happily” and “mated” donʼt go together. Until Penelope Buchanan arrives at
Walkerʼs Run Resort. Nelʼs undeniably gorgeous…and human. Tristan should steer clear of her. But she awakens an indescribable longing in him; one he canʼt resist. Nelʼs ready to explore new things and Tristan is one of them. But despite the visceral attraction between them, Nel senses heʼs keeping some powerful secrets. Tristan will do anything to protect Nel. But he also knows the beast
within him wonʼt stay hidden forever. ONE NIGHT WITH THE VALKYRIE by Jane Godman While tracking down his beloved brother, billionaire Adam Lyon is struck dumb by the vision of a beautiful woman in armor. But when this vision comes to life, she turns his entire world upside down. Adam soon discovers that valiant Valkyrie Maja is a dream come true, but their passion violates the godsʼ
laws. Maja brings heroic souls to Valhalla, so why did she spare one mortal manʼs life? Not only does that violate Odinʼs orders, but she soon finds herself swept up in an illicit desire for sexy Adam. Battling to save their very lives, the CEO and the shield maiden find their forbidden love hangs in the balance̶as does the fate of the world…
Do you love stories with sexy, romantic heroes who have it all̶wealth, status, and incredibly good looks? Harlequin® Desire brings you all this and more with these three new full-length titles in one collection! This box set includes: The Heir Dynasties: Mesa Falls By USA TODAY bestselling Joanne Rock To learn the truth about the orphaned boy sheʼs raising, Nicole Cruz takes a job at Mesa Falls
ranch. Co-owner Desmond Pierce has his own suspicions, and vows to provide for them. But he never expected the complication of a red-hot attraction to Nicole… Seducing His Secret Wife Redhawk Reunion By USA TODAY bestselling author Robin Covington A steamy tryst leads to a quickie Vegas wedding for notorious CEO playboy Justin Ling and his best friendʼs sister, Sarina Redhawk.
Then, to please investors and their disapproving families, they continue a fake relationship. Are their feelings becoming all too real? Twice the Temptation Red Dirt Royalty By Silver James After a hurricane traps storm chaser Brittany Owens with tempting Cooper Tate, tension turns to passion. But Cooper turns out to be her boss! As their paths keep crossing, can she keep her promise to remain
professional, especially when she learns sheʼs pregnant̶with twins? For more stories filled with scandal and powerful heroes, look for Harlequin® Desireʼs February 2021 Box Set 1 of 2.
Harlequin Desire February 2021 - Box Set 2 of 2
Amish Peace Valley 3-Book Boxed Set
Eleanor Morgan Box Set (Books 5-7)
Cockiest Red Planet Trilogy Box Set
Sacred, Profane, Penance
A contemporary fantasy 7-book series with fae, dragons, witches, vampires, and shifters!

Apply CFA Program concepts and skills to real-world wealth and portfolio management for the 2019 exam The same official curricula that CFA Program candidates receive with program registration is now publicly available for purchase. CFA Program Curriculum 2019 Level III,
Volumes 1-6 provides complete, authoritative guidance on synthesizing the entire CFA Program Candidate Body of Knowledge (CBOK) into professional practice for the 2019 exam. This book helps you bring together the skills and concepts from Levels I and II to formulate a
detailed, professional response to a variety of real-world scenarios. Coverage spans all CFA Program topics and provides a rigorous treatment of portfolio management, all organized into individual study sessions with clearly defined Learning Outcome Statements. Visual aids
clarify complex concepts, and practice questions allow you to test your understanding while reinforcing major content areas. Levels I and II equipped you with foundational investment tools and complex analysis skill; now, you'll learn how to effectively synthesize that
knowledge to facilitate effective portfolio management and wealth planning. This study set helps you convert your understanding into a professional body of knowledge that will benefit your clients' financial futures. Master essential portfolio management and compliance
topics Synthesize your understanding into professional guidance Reinforce your grasp of complex analysis and valuation Apply ethical and professional standards in the context of real-world cases CFA Institute promotes the highest standards of ethics, education, and
professional excellence among investment professionals. The CFA Program curriculum guides you through the breadth of knowledge required to uphold these standards. The three levels of the program build on each other. Level I provides foundational knowledge and teaches the
use of investment tools; Level II focuses on application of concepts and analysis, particularly in the valuation of assets; and Level III builds toward synthesis across topics with an emphasis on portfolio management.
The first three books available in one box set. (There is no new content as opposed to buying them separately.) [Political romance, MMF.] Governor, Lieutenant, Chief He kneels for only one man… She never comes in second… Behind every good man is a real bastard… --Governor (Book 1) I kneel for only one man—Carter Wilson, my best friend, chief of staff, and bastard extraordinaire. It’s a price I willingly pay to be owned by Her. His wife. Who is also, as of when we were sworn in this morning, my lieutenant governor. I am Owen Taylor,
governor of the great state of Florida. --- Lieutenant (Book 2) I never come in second—that’s just how my daddy raised me. Except now, I find myself willingly choosing exactly that—being second. Publicly, I might seem to serve at the governor’s pleasure, but that’s nothing
close to the truth. He serves me at mine. Especially the pleasure part. We both serve my husband, Carter. Or, as Owen dubbed him long ago, the bastard extraordinaire. I never knew what I was really getting into when I met Owen and Carter. Maybe it’s better I didn’t. Maybe
I would’ve run away if I had. Boy, how I love him. Both of them. Somehow, they make being second okay. And in eight years? It’ll be my turn. I am Susa Evans, lieutenant governor of the great state of Florida. --- Chief (Book 3) Behind every good man is a good woman. That’s
what they say. They’re wrong. Even my wife would agree. The truth is, behind every good man is a real bastard—that would be me. I knew from the day I met Owen that the only way I’d ever get him was to make sure I took whatever it was he loved and wanted most and hold it so
close to me that he couldn’t help but come with it. He did. And now…now there are people who want to tear the three of us apart. I’ll die before I let that happen. I am Carter Wilson, chief of staff to the governor of the great state of Florida. And, according to him and
my wife, a bastard extraordinaire.
About the James Acton Thrillers: "James Acton: A little bit of Jack Bauer and Indiana Jones!" The James Acton Thrillers series and its spin offs, the Special Agent Dylan Kane Thrillers and the Delta Force Unleashed Thrillers, have over 600 Five-Star reviews and have sold
hundreds of thousands of eBooks and paperbacks. If you love non-stop action and intrigue with a healthy dose of humor, try James Acton today! Available James Acton Thrillers: The Protocol, Brass Monkey, Broken Dove, The Templar's Relic, Flags of Sin, The Arab Fall, The
Circle of Eight, The Venice Code, Pompeii's Ghosts, Amazon Burning, The Riddle, Blood Relics, Sins of the Titanic, Saint Peter's Soldiers
Determination Trilogy Box Set: Dignity, Diligence, Desire Dignity (Book 1) He wants it back… My name is Kevin Markos, former star anchor for Full News Broadcasting. I say former, because an exhaustion- and frustration-fueled emotional on-air meltdown of apocalyptic
proportions means my previously dignified reputation and stellar career as a highly respected conservative TV news host and commentator lay in smoking, irreparable ruins. Only one person will hire me now, and it’s the last person I want to work for—Democratic Senator
ShaeLynn Samuels, who’s determined to be the next president of the United States. My reluctance isn’t because of her, but because of who’s working for her—Special Agent Christopher Bruunt, the head of her Secret Service detail. A college spring break trip I thought was
safely hidden in my past, even if it never strayed far from my thoughts, now comes back to haunt me. If I take this job and succeed, it could resurrect my career and put me at the right hand of the most powerful person in the United States. But how much am I personally
willing to sacrifice to claw my way back to the top? Because Christopher never forgot that spring break, either. And he has a few agendas of his own. * * * * Diligence (Book 2) She wants it all… My name is ShaeLynn Samuels, and all my life I’ve settled for second place to
my own mother, who is a political legend in our home state of Florida. So far, I’ve proven myself through several crucibles, and now I’m a US Senator. Many people would be happy with that accomplishment, but not me. Because I want more—I want it all. I’m determined to be
POTUS. And if washed-up TV news host Kevin Markos is my best chance to get elected, then by god, I’ll make him come work for me however I have to. Even if Markos doesn’t want to, and even if it means I turn the head of my Secret Service detail loose on him. Because Special
Agent Christopher Bruunt has a secret assignment beyond protecting me—he’s warming my bed. And he has a few plans of his own for Kevin Markos. You see, Christopher and Kevin have a secret history…and Christopher has pictures. * * * * Desire (Book 3) He wants them. When I
first met Kevin Markos, we were both drunk college students at Spring Break. It was a week I never expected, and a week I’d never forget. Especially since I took pictures. Unfortunately, life got in the way, careers got in the way…as did Kevin’s miles-deep closet. I
thought the only way I’d ever see Kevin again was on a TV screen. But now? He’s desperate, broken, and broke. ShaeLynn Samuels is a unique woman with future plans I want to be a part of. And Kevin never left my heart or my thoughts. Now I have a chance to make both
ShaeLynn’s biggest dream come true—and mine. Kevin’s coming along for the ride whether he wants to or not. Explore politics, passion, and power exchange in Dignity, Diligence, and Desire, the Determination Trilogy. This MMF contemporary political romance features older
main characters, second-chance love, an Alpha Secret Service agent, power exchange, pining, frenemies to lovers, a secret workplace romance at the highest levels of our nation's government, political intrigue, and a satisfying HEA. Contains all three full-length novels of
the Determination Trilogy, a standalone spin-off trilogy set in the world of the Governor Trilogy, the Devastation Trilogy, and others.
Ravagings: Six Stories (a boxed set collection)
2022 CFA Program Curriculum Level I Box Set
CFA Program Curriculum 2019 Level I Volumes 1-6 Box Set
Celestial Downfall Boxed Set
Devout Trilogy Box Set
4 bestselling books - 900 pages of actionable and practical material - at a huge discount. #1: The Science of Likability: 60 Evidence-Based Methods to Radiate Charisma, Make a Powerful Impression, Win Friends, and Trigger Attraction [2019 Edition] - Understand human
psychology and the elements of great first impressions and deep friendships. - Learn how to be more likable, charming, conversationally quick, and desirable. #2: Take Rapid Action: Get Productive, Motivated, & Energized; Stop Overthinking & Procrastinating - Tactics to
beat procrastination and achieve your goals more quickly and efficiently - even if you're super lazy. - The best psychological techniques for quick action and productivity. #3: The Art of Everyday Assertiveness: Speak Up. Set Boundaries. Say No. Take Back Control. Get What
You Want. - How to say no to people, how to stand your ground, and how to finally ask for what you want. - How to set your personal and emotional boundaries, and avoid toxic people. #4: The Art of Clear Thinking: Mental Models for Better Reasoning, Judgment, Analysis, and
Learning. Upgrade Your Intellectual Toolkit. - How to see reality and avoid common/advanced thinking errors. - Techniques to understand more deeply and never be fooled. Scroll up and click the BUY NOW Button.
Four years ago, presidential candidate's daughter Lindsay thought Drew betrayed her, but now he's back to prove himself. Will she let him? The last person Lindsay Bosworth expected to be her head of security as she left the meditation center/mental institution she'd called
home for the last four years after a violent attack was Drew Foster, her ex-fiancee. The guy who did nothing while three of his friends violated her on streaming video. Not one damn thing. As her parents reveal the real reason she's been released, and Lindsay's life
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continues to be in danger, she doesn't know who to trust. And if she gets it wrong, she’s dead. Drew proves himself, time and again, saving her from certain danger as she draws closer to him, hating herself for conflicting feelings so strong she can’t deny them. But when
her attackers play a cat-and-mouse game that reignites old fury, Lindsay decides she’s done being a victim. Time to make everyone pay. Because revenge is never harmless. — The Harmless Series Boxed Set includes all three books in USA Today bestselling author Meli Raine’s
Harmless series: A Harmless Little Game, A Harmless Little Ruse, and A Harmless Little Plan. It is the complete trilogy. If you like unreliable narrators, taut psychological suspense, a dash of political thriller and second chance romances where there seems to be no way
the redeem the main characters - but there is! - then this is your series. Get the complete series audiobook, narrated by Audie award winners Andi Arndt and Sebastian York, and give your ears a thrill!
Harlequin® Blaze brings you four new redhot reads for one great price, available now! This Harlequin® Blaze bundle includes: COWBOY ALL NIGHT (Thunder Mountain Brotherhood) by Vicki Lewis Thompson When Aria Danes hires a legendary horse trainer to work with her new foal,
she isn’t expecting sexy, easygoing Brant Ellison. But when they’re together, it’s too hot for either to maintain their cool! A SEAL’S DESIRE (Uniformly Hot!) by Tawny Weber Petty Officer Christian "Cowboy" Laramie is the hero Sammie Jo Wilson always looked up to. When she
needs his help, she finds out she is the only woman Laramie thinks is off -limits…but for how long? TURNING UP THE HEAT (Friends With Benefits) by Tanya Michaels Pastry chef Phoebe Mars and sophisticated charmer Heath Jensen are only pretending to date in order to make
Phoebe’s ex jealous. But there’s nothing pretend about the sexy heat between them! IN THE BOSS’S BED by J. Margot Critch Separating business and pleasure proves to be impossible for Maya Connor and Jamie Sellers. When they can’t keep their passion out of the boardroom,
scandal threatens to destroy everything they’ve worked for. Join HarlequinMyRewards.com to earn FREE books and more. Earn points for all your Harlequin purchases from wherever you shop.
Master the practical aspects of the CFA Program curriculum with expert instruction for the 2019 exam The same official curricula that CFA Program candidates receive with program registration is now publicly available for purchase. CFA Program Curriculum 2019 Level II,
Volumes 1-6 provides the complete Level II curriculum for the 2019 exam, with practical instruction on the Candidate Body of Knowledge (CBOK) and how it is applied, including expert guidance on incorporating concepts into practice. Level II focuses on complex analysis with
an emphasis on asset valuation, and is designed to help you use investment concepts appropriately in situations analysts commonly face. Coverage includes ethical and professional standards, quantitative analysis, economics, financial reporting and analysis, corporate
finance, equities, fixed income, derivatives, alternative investments, and portfolio management organized into individual study sessions with clearly defined Learning Outcome Statements. Charts, graphs, figures, diagrams, and financial statements illustrate complex
concepts to facilitate retention, and practice questions with answers allow you to gauge your understanding while reinforcing important concepts. While Level I introduced you to basic foundational investment skills, Level II requires more complex techniques and a strong
grasp of valuation methods. This set dives deep into practical application, explaining complex topics to help you understand and retain critical concepts and processes. Incorporate analysis skills into case evaluations Master complex calculations and quantitative
techniques Understand the international standards used for valuation and analysis Gauge your skills and understanding against each Learning Outcome Statement CFA Institute promotes the highest standards of ethics, education, and professional excellence among investment
professionals. The CFA Program curriculum guides you through the breadth of knowledge required to uphold these standards. The three levels of the program build on each other. Level I provides foundational knowledge and teaches the use of investment tools; Level II focuses
on application of concepts and analysis, particularly in the valuation of assets; and Level III builds toward synthesis across topics with an emphasis on portfolio management.
A British Billionaire Romance Box Set
The Fractured Series - Box Set One: Books 1 - 3
Harlequin Heartwarming May 2020 Box Set
CFA Program Curriculum 2020 Level II Volumes 1-6 Box Set
Cowboy Untamed\Her SEAL Protector\Wild for You\Triple Score
Determination Trilogy Box Set: Dignity, Diligence, Desire
Harlequin Intrigue brings you three new titles at a great value, available now! Enjoy these suspenseful reads packed with edge-of-your-seat intrigue and fearless romance. 48 HOUR LOCKDOWN Tactical Crime Division by Carla Cassidy When TCD special agent and hostage negotiator Evan Duran learns his ex, Annalise Taylor, and her students are being held hostage, he immediately rushes to the
scene. They’ll need to work together in order to keep everyone safe, but can they resolve the situation before it escalates further? WHAT SHE DID Rushing Creek Crime Spree by Barb Han Someone is terrorizing Chelsea McGregor and her daughter, and Texas rancher Nate Kent is the only person who can help Chelsea figure out who is after her. But can she trust an outsider to keep her family safe?
HOSTILE PURSUIT A Hard Core Justice Thriller by Juno Rushdan In twenty-four hours, marshal Nick McKenna’s informant, Lori Carpenter, will testify against a powerful drug cartel. Nick has kept her safe for an entire year, but now, with a team of cold-blooded assassins closing in, he’ll have to put it all on the line for his irresistible witness. Look for Harlequin Intrigue’s April 2020 Box Set 2 of 2,
filled with even more edge-of-your seat romantic suspense! Look for 6 compelling new stories every month from Harlequin Intrigue!
For the first time, you can get the entire Cunningham Family series from USA Today bestseller Ember Casey together in one nine-book megabundle! Experience the bestselling billionaire romance series that has 3000+ five-star ratings across Goodreads! “This is one of the best romance novels I've read in a long time, and that's saying something. I read a lot of romance novels.” – Jeanie Grey, author of
the Lilly Frank series, on HIS WICKED GAMES (Book 1) Two couples. Two passionate love stories. One gripping, unforgettable series. Billionaire Calder Cunningham has a secret. He’s also willing to do whatever it takes to get what he wants—and right now, he wants Lily Frazer. He’s willing to give her struggling arts center the money he promised, but on one condition: she must win it from him.
And the games he has in mind aren’t exactly...innocent. Heiress Louisa Cunningham has spent her whole life running from her family. She just wants to escape—and currently, that means throwing herself into the arms of a sexy handyman without even stopping to ask his name. But that handyman—Ward Brannon—turns out to be a lot more than she bargained for. In spite of herself, she can’t stay
away from him, even when their fiery affair puts her darkest secrets—and her heart—at risk. Who knew one wicked family could cause so much delicious trouble? THIS SET INCLUDES: His Wicked Games (Book 1) Truth or Dare (Book 2) Sweet Victory (Book 2.5) Her Wicked Heart (Book 3) Take You Away (Book 3.5) Lost and Found (Book 4) Completely (Bonus Short Story) Their Wicked Wedding
(Book 5) A Cunningham Christmas (Book 5.5) Their Wicked Forever (Book 6)
Prepare for success on the 2022 CFA Level I exam with the latest official CFA Program Curriculum. The 2022 CFA Program Curriculum Level I Box Set contains all the material you need to succeed on the Level I CFA exam in 2022. This set includes the full official curriculum for Level I and is part of the larger CFA Candidate Body of Knowledge (CBOK). Highly visual and intuitively organized, this
box set allows you to: Learn from financial thought leaders. Access market-relevant instruction. Gain critical knowledge and skills. The set also includes practice questions to assist with your recall of key terms, concepts, and formulas. Perfect for anyone preparing for the 2022 Level I CFA exam, the 2022 CFA Program Curriculum Level I Box Set is a must-have resource for those seeking the foundational
skills required to become a Chartered Financial Analyst .
This digital box set includes the final three books in the Eleanor Morgan series. Visit the Fae Plane for treachery, war, and post-apocalyptic magical chaos. Eleanor Morgan has destroyed the world as we know it, but the danger isn’t over yet. When Eleanor woke up naked, alone, and surrounded by fire weeks after opening the final gate and reconnecting Earth and Fae Plane, the only things on her mind
are finding Raj and getting revenge on Finn. But before Eleanor can get a handle on her post-apocalyptic world, Florence cashes in her promise. It’s time for Eleanor to go home. Eleanor, Raj, Florence, and Petrina—the beautiful, icy vampire who is Raj’s scion and the balance to Florence’s more fiery personality—make their way to the Light Court where Eleanor will take her place at the side of her
father, the Fae King. There are more promises for Eleanor to fulfill, though, than just finding her friend’s long-lost sister. She’s pledged to search for Isaac and free him from the prison where the Dark Queen and her sadistic vampire minion have been holding him, and to do so before his mind completely shatters. In the end, it all comes down to two people—The Raven Queen and The Dragon
Queen—as they hurtle toward blood war over The Dark Throne. It’s impossible to determine where loyalties lie in a land where everyone must tell the truth. Will double-dealings and mistrust force Eleanor into a confrontation with the Dark Queen before she’s ready? “Ms Cissell is a truly gifted writer. She has fun with her characters, just the right amount of sexy, and a solid understanding of how to
write a series that you don't want to end. I find myself rushing to read the last chapters, to find the next twist even as I mourn having to wait for the next installment.” — 5-star Amazon Review for The Lost Child “Wow! I love, love, love this series! If you like Fae creatures of all kinds, magic, shapeshifters of all kinds vampires, a great love story or two, dragons, etc. Then this is your series and this book
[The Iron River] does not disappoint!” — 5-star Amazon Review This series is epic. It has some dark undertones, but if you like JRR Tolkien you will love this series! It has magic, and other planes. It has Fae folk, and witches. It has saving the world and falling in love. It has characters that you just want to be best friends with, and ones you just hate. It has everything! And now, I have to start over and
figure out what I missed. I Love, Love, LOVE this series! My all time favorite! Thank you Amy for the privilege of getting to read it. Wow!! You really need to read these books!!! — 5-star Amazon Review Keywords: contemporary fantasy, box set contemporary fantasy, vampire romance, adult shifter romance, fantasy complete series, vampire books, shifter books, action adventure fantasy, dragon books,
portal fantasy, Fae faery fantasy, supernatural series, tough heroine books, magical apocalypse books, witch books, Fae books, humorous fantasy, urban fantasy
CFA Program Curriculum 2019 Level III Volumes 1-6 Box Set
A Paranormal Shifters Romance Box Set
Romantic Suspense Woman In Peril Political and Psychological Thriller
Work Violation
Redwood Pack Box Set 1
Season of Promises Holiday Box Set
Prepare for success on the 2022 CFA Level II exam with the latest official CFA® Program Curriculum. The 2022 CFA Program Curriculum Level II Box Set contains all the material you need to succeed on the Level II CFA exam in 2022. This set includes the full official curriculum for Level II
and is part of the larger CFA Candidate Body of Knowledge (CBOK). Organized to get you accustomed to the exam’s heavy reliance on vignettes, the Level II curriculum will help you master mini case studies and accompanying analyses. Highly visual and intuitively organized, this box set
allows you to: Learn from financial thought leaders. Access market-relevant instruction. Gain critical knowledge and skills. The set also includes practice questions to assist with your recall of key terms, concepts, and formulas. Perfect for anyone preparing for the 2022 Level II CFA exam,
the 2022 CFA Program Curriculum Level II Box Set is a must-have resource for those seeking the intermediate skills required to become a Chartered Financial Analyst®.
Prepare for success on the 2022 CFA Level III exam with the latest official CFA® Program Curriculum. The 2022 CFA Program Curriculum Level III Box Set contains all the material you need to succeed on the Level III CFA exam in 2022. This set includes the full official curriculum for Level
III and is part of the larger CFA Candidate Body of Knowledge (CBOK). Designed to acclimate you to the exam’s heavy reliance on information synthesis and solution application regarding portfolio management and wealth planning, the Level III curriculum will help you master both
calculation-based and word-based problems. Highly visual and intuitively organized, this box set allows you to: Learn from financial thought leaders. Access market-relevant instruction. Gain critical knowledge and skills. The set also includes practice questions to assist with your recall of
key terms, concepts, and formulas. Perfect for anyone preparing for the 2022 Level III CFA exam, the 2022 CFA Program Curriculum Level III Box Set is a must-have resource for those seeking the advanced skills required to become a Chartered Financial Analyst®.
Welcome to Pacific Vista Ranch. Inside you will find three compelling novels, filled with heart, humor, and sizzling romance. Once you dive into the McNeill family’s saga, you’ll never want to leave gorgeous Pacific Vista Ranch. Each book is a standalone story with complex characters,
unexpected twists and turns, and a hint of Hollywood. Start reading today and find out why readers say Pacific Vista Ranch is the perfect escape! Book 1: In Nobody Else But You, you’ll meet Samantha and Holt. A smoking hot stuntman. A fiery horse breeder. And a 220-acre ranch too
small for both of them. Sam intends to fight him at every turn…if only her heart didn’t race when they’re together. Holt does his best to steer clear of her…except all he wants to do is hold her close. The sizzling attraction between them is either going to burn up the sheets or burn down
the ranch… Book 2: The Very Thought of You, you’ll meet Amanda and Jake. A perfectionistic equine vet. A gorgeous fireman. An unrequited high school crush blazes hot twelve years later. Could his dream woman become his real love or will his professional ambitions extinguish their
chances? Once the smoke clears, will Amanda realize Jake isn’t a fling but her hero after all? Book 3: For The Love of You, you’ll meet Dylan and Gabriel. For a French soccer icon, and a gifted artist, a fake engagement is the perfect solution for their current dilemmas. But when last
summer’s fling slips from lust to love, their pretend relationship becomes too hot to handle. Can last year’s one night stand and this year’s fake engagement turn into true love forever? Each Pacific Vista Ranch Romance can be read as a stand alone book – no cliff hangers here! Each
book contains one couple's story. However, they are best read in order to get full enjoyment of each sister’s story and the McNeill family saga. Book 1: Nobody Else But You: Samantha and Holt’s story Book 2: The Very Thought of You: Amanda and Jake’s story Book 3: For The Love of
You: Dylan and Gabriel’s story
The Complete Trilogy Book 1: Resistance What would you do if the laws allowed anyone with money to Trademark an everyday word? Or the copyrighting of a name, so no one could ever use that name again? Over a hundred years ago, Earth was dying. A few rich men and women banned
together to create a kingdom on Mars. They hand picked the people who would join them in this new kingdom. Then they brought their arrogant beliefs and made them laws. The Trademark Commission was established to allow anyone who could afford it, the ability to trademark any
common word. The laws stated that once a word was trademarked no one could speak that word again. The Naming Commission ensures that all names are copyrighted and no one uses another person's copyrighted name. Fines and even prison time are given to those who violate the
trademark and copyright laws. Kathryn 5.0 was pregnant with her first child when the word 'baby' is trademarked. Forced to refer to her baby as "little human" she is tired of the 100 year old laws. Reaching out to friends, she works to create a resistance. Together they fight against the
trademark and copyright laws. Battle lines are drawn and it is family against family. Those who resist the laws are branded "Bullies" while those who support the ancient laws wave the "Victim" banner. Book 2: Imprisoned Kathryn 5.0 is behind the Resistance and willing to stand up for
those who cannot do so themselves. Being an Upper, she understands that she was born into more opportunities, though it does not make it right. But when things take a turn for the worst and Kathryn 5.0 is faced with losing everything she was born into, will she still stand with the
Resistance, or will she fight against them? Book 3: Uprising The Resistance is still fighting against the injustices that plague the Kingdom. With their leader Kathryn 5.0, in prison, and more words being trademarked daily, there is little hope for change. That is, until an unsuspecting ally
comes to Kathryn 5.0 with a plan for escape. Can Kathryn 5.0 finish what she started, or will she be the reason thousands of people will perish?
Governor Trilogy Box Set
An Anthology
The Complete Cunningham Family Collection
True North Box Set Volumes 1-3
A Weekly Journal of the Stove, Roofing, Cornice, Tin, Plumbing and Heating Trades
2022 CFA Program Curriculum Level III Box Set
Unexpected Holiday Bonus by Merry Holly CEO Suzette LeBlec has a problem. Well, two actually. She needs a top-notch temporary replacement for her administrative assistant’s maternity leave, and she needs to find a way to outmaneuver a hostile takeover attempt by Mark Adams. To make things worse, it’s almost Christmas, the time when Suzette most feels alone in the world. Too bad that
handsome man at the party got away. But when the same stranger applies for the temp job, his almost-too-good-to-be-true credentials set off Suzette’s alarms. Dirk Harvey worked hard for years to remain anonymous while he built his father’s floundering company back up to its glory days. But when he discovers the stunning woman he’d spotted at a party is hiring, he decides to go undercover as
“Dirk Mulligan”, administrative assistant extraordinaire. Besides, he and Suzette have a common problem: takeover King Mark Adams. Maybe they can find a solution together plus a little holiday bonus as well. The Littlest Angel by Vicki Batman Lauren MacDonald has always coveted her mother’s ornament, The Littlest Angel. When her mother gave it to another, Lauren embarks on a lengthy search
and finds a replacement only to have it snatched from her hands. Smith Hancock’s grandmother had a little angel which has gone missing. Finding another at a flea market would make her holiday the best ever. Only a feisty girl is claiming it for herself. Can the twosome find common ground and discover the true meaning of Christmas? A Promise of Forever by Gerri Brousseau Her virtue is lost, and
her reputation in tatters when a twist of fate sends Lady Roxanne Rothchild from London to the vibrant city of Venice, and into the arms of the handsome and intriguing Danté. But she is not the only one vying for his affection. Anna Maria Delafino de Padova will use everything in her power to drive a wedge between Danté and Roxanne and win his favor, including revealing the truth about Lady
Rothchild. Will Roxanne be able to put her blemished past behind her and find love, and will she have the courage to reach for a promise of forever? Bad Luck Partners by Award Winning Author Cara Marsi Holidays have never brought Las Vegas hotel concierge Laney Sikora anything but bad luck in the romance department. The worst was her fiancé dumping her on Valentine’s Day. Via text. She’s
determined to spend New Year's Eve alone with no romantic entanglements. But when her hunky new neighbor locks himself out of his apartment, she can’t leave him standing in the hallway. What's a girl to do? Las Vegas is just a pit stop for Chicago native and radio personality Chance Carlisle while he waits for his agent to land him something bigger in L.A. But in the meantime, he keeps bumping
into—literally—his adorable, but accident-prone, neighbor. Their private New Year’s Eve celebration leads to a plan: they’ll become the Bad Luck Partners, dating only on holidays and special events, avoiding holiday heartbreaks and matchmaking mamas. But Fate might have something else in mind for the klutzy cutie and the hotshot talk show host. Can their temporary partnership become a forever
deal? Tillie’s Last Match by Bobbi Lerman Legendary matchmaker, Tillie has one last heart to mend before retiring, but Miriam & Mike may be her hardest match ever. Can she summon the magic one last time to bring the enchantment of love long given up back to life. A Christmas Promise by Jane Gale District Attorney Cherry Stevens is rescued by sexy police officer Drake Boarden during an
attempted robbery igniting their passion for not only justice but for each other. A violent attempted robbery at District Attorney Cherry Stevens’ parents’ convenience store has her setting her sights on the city’s crime boss. Finding herself in the line of fire, Cherry is rescued by the sexiest seasoned police officer on the force. Both work for justice, seeking peace for the city, neither expected to find
love in the process.
Ronnie Nelson likes to be chased. Jaxon Cook loves a challenge. Ronnie wants a man who pulls out all the stops. Jax doesn't stop until he gets what he wants. Seems like a match made in heaven. Until an unexpected development—of the 'call me Professor Cook' variety—makes their attraction-and what they did last Saturday night-a lot more forbidden. Now, committing a work violation has become a
forgone conclusion and the chase just became a lot more complicated. Lucky for Ronnie, Jax loves breaking the rules. Lucky for Jax, Ronnie does too. *** Work Violation is a full-length, family friends to lovers, professor/adult student, house flipping romantic comedy that can be read as a complete standalone and is book 2 in the Cook County series.
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Download File PDF Boxed Set Violated By The Aliens An Abdl Age Play Fantasy Series English Edition
Harlequin® Heartwarming celebrates wholesome, heartfelt relationships imbued with the traditional values so important to you: home, family, community and love. Experience all that and more with four new novels in one collection! This Harlequin Heartwarming box set includes: HER COWBOY SWEETHEART The Sweetheart Ranch by Cathy McDavid JD Moreno never thought he’d have to depend
on anyone, until health issues ended his rodeo career. Is single mom Carly Leighton ready to offer this cowboy the stability he needs? THEIR MOUNTAIN REUNION The Second Chance Club by Patricia Johns It’s been a long time since Melanie Issacs and Logan McTavish dated, but reconnecting is the easy part. They’ve both dealt with heartbreak—maybe now they’re finally ready to move
forward…together! HIS BROTHER’S BRIDE Stop the Wedding! by Amy Vastine Sadie Chapman had one plan—live life to the fullest. Falling in love with her fiancé’s brother, Jonathan Bradley, isn’t what she expected. Could following her heart give everyone a happy ending? ALASKAN DREAMS A Northern Lights Novel by Beth Carpenter Patrick O’Shea isn’t thrilled when Lauren Shepherd moves onto
his grandmother’s farm, but a search for lost gold could give them both the future they’ve always wanted. Look for 4 compelling new stories every month from Harlequin® Heartwarming!
This boxed set offers six forbidden erotic tales featuring the dirtiest and most shocking forceful fantasies. Stories include: "Violated by the Roadside," "Handled Hard by the Chimney Sweeps," "Getting the Getaway Virgin," "Violated in an Elevator," "Struggle Against Him," and "Struggle Against Them." This 30,000-word collection is intended for adults only.
Governor, Lieutenant, Chief
Includes The Templar's Relic, Flags of Sin, The Arab Fall
The Blood Curse Series: First Ten Books: A Tessa Dawn Box Set
The Blood Curse Series Introductory Box Set: Books 1-3
Railway Review
Finding Home Boxed Set Two
This exclusive box set features the original trilogy and accompanying novella in a convenient one-click bundle! Appearances can be deceiving…When you are entwined together in ways unimaginable… Catering assistant Kara Petersen, leads a quiet, monotonous life until a simple twist of fate changes everything. The sparks fly when she meets handsome, enigmatic, Sloan Foster. Captivated by his charm and aloof confidence, Kara
is drawn to him in a way she has never been to anyone before. Aware something isn't quite right, and against her better judgement, she concedes his intense allure is too strong to resist and their innocent fling swiftly develops into something she could never have imagined. But in this outwardly perfect world of wealth and glamour, all that glitters isn't gold. And as the mystery behind the man begins to slowly unravel, so does her
life. Now, with her heart and trust on the line, Kara is learning more about herself than she ever thought possible, from a man who seemingly knows more than he should. And the memories she forced herself to forget, are the ones she now desperately needs to remember... Comprises three full length novels and one novella - over 400k words. 'From the first word to the last, I was hooked, could not put this book down, such a roller
coaster of emotions. This author clearly knows how to hook and ensnare her readers to ensure they come back for more, me I’ll definitely come back for more from this author for sure! Goodreads reviewer '...Best book set ever… What a fantastic read… One of the best books I’ve read lately...' Amazon.co.uk reviewer '...One of those rare masterpieces...' Amazon.com reviewer 'This series of books is amazing!' Amazon reviewer
'Five stars …absolutely one of the best books I have read! The trilogy is superb…' Amazon reviewer' A great read from the very first page …This is a brilliant, sad emotional roller coaster…' Amazon reviewer 'Wow just wow! …Five stars is not enough, well written and a totally amazing story line…' Amazon reviewer 'Not an easy read…but worth it… I loved it and can’t wait to get reading the rest of the series...' Amazon reviewer 'A fantastic
read that had me gripped from the start …A real page turner, and loveable characters throughout...' Amazon reviewer
The Redwood Pack has protected their own for centuries, but when a rival Pack of shifters summons a demon to alter the climate of the entire battle and their fates, the Redwoods will have to come together or make the greatest sacrifice of all. An Alpha’s Path – A Redwood Pack Prequel Melanie wasn’t prepared to fall for her blind date, but when the gorgeous, green-eyed man claims she’s his mate and says that he’s a wolf
shifter, she thinks she’s gone off the deep end. She’s analytical by nature, but it might just be something more intangible—the paranormal—that changes her life. Kade is the Heir of the Redwood Pack and eldest son of the Alpha. When he sees Melanie for the first time, he knows she’s it for him. However, not only does he have to convince her that she’s his, he also has to deal with an unwelcome rival that no one was prepared
for. A Taste for a Mate – Redwood Pack Book 1 When Beta of the Redwood Pack, Jasper, finally takes a step forward to claim the one woman who could be his, he isn’t prepared for the Centrals to take notice. Now he must fight to protect her, as well as show her that wolves can be gentle in a world of teeth and claws. Jasper and Willow are drawn together despite everything that works against them, but it’s Willow who must
show the world who she really is and save them both. Trinity Bound – Redwood Pack Book 2 Reed is the only son of the Alpha without purpose, but when he sacrifices himself to save his brother’s mate, he’ll find more than he bargained for. Hannah is an earth witch and knows how to protect herself from danger, but she might not know how to do the same for her heart when she meets two men who could be hers. Josh knew the
things that went bump in the night were real, but he wasn’t prepared for the way a wolf and a witch could lay claim to his heart, as well as his soul. The Centrals are ready to take the next step in their war against the Redwoods, and it will take the three of them—together—to not only save their people but also trust themselves. ~~~~~~~~ Read what others are saying about New York Times bestselling author, Carrie Ann Ryan:
“Count on Carrie Ann Ryan for emotional, sexy, character driven stories that capture your heart!” – Carly Phillips, NY Times bestselling author “Carrie Ann Ryan’s romances are my newest addiction! The emotion in her books captures me from the very beginning. The hope and healing hold me close until the end. These love stories will simply sweep you away.” ~ NYT Bestselling Author Deveny Perry “Carrie Ann Ryan writes
sexy emotional romances that'll make you cry and fan yourself from the heat, especially because of all that sexy ink.” –#1 NYT Bestselling Author Lauren Blakely “Once I started reading, I couldn’t stop! This is definitely going in my re-read pile!” –NYT Bestselling Author Susan Stoker "Carrie Ann Ryan writes the perfect balance of sweet and heat ensuring every story feeds the soul." - Audrey Carlan, #1 New York Times
Bestselling Author “Carrie Ann Ryan never fails to draw readers in with passion, raw sensuality, and characters that pop off the page. Any book by Carrie Ann is an absolute treat.” – New York Times Bestselling Author J. Kenner “Carrie Ann Ryan knows how to pull your heartstrings and make your pulse pound! Her wonderful Redwood Pack series will draw you in and keep you reading long into the night. I can’t wait to see what
comes next with the new generation, the Talons. Keep them coming, Carrie Ann!” –Lara Adrian, New York Times bestselling author of CRAVE THE NIGHT "With snarky humor, sizzling love scenes, and brilliant, imaginative worldbuilding, The Dante's Circle series reads as if Carrie Ann Ryan peeked at my personal wish list!" – NYT Bestselling Author, Larissa Ione "Carrie Ann Ryan writes sexy shifters in a world full of passionate
happily-ever-afters." – New York Times Bestselling Author Vivian Arend “Carrie Ann’s books are sexy with characters you can’t help but love from page one. They are heat and heart blended to perfection.” New York Times Bestselling Author Jayne Rylon Carrie Ann Ryan's books are wickedly funny and deliciously hot, with plenty of twists to keep you guessing. They'll keep you up all night!” USA Today Bestselling Author Cari
Quinn "Once again, Carrie Ann Ryan knocks the Dante's Circle series out of the park. The queen of hot, sexy, enthralling paranormal romance, Carrie Ann is an author not to miss!" New York Times bestselling Author Marie Harte Read the Entire Redwood Pack Series: An Alpha’s Path A Taste for a Mate Trinity Bound A Night Away Enforcer’s Redemption Blurred Expectations Forgiveness Shattered Emotions Hidden Destiny A
Beta’s Haven Fighting Fate Loving the Omega The Hunted Heart Wicked Wolf ___ Topics: Wolf, Werewolf, Shifter, Romance, Series, Fantasy, Paranormal, Dominant, Paranormal Series, werewolf romance, shapeshifter romance, fantasy romance, alpha male, series and saga, magic, witch, demon, sexy, heartwarming, heart-warming, family, love, love books, kissing books, emotional journey, contemporary, contemporary
romance, romance series, long series, long romance series, sassy, strong heroine, captivating romance, hot, hot romance, forbidden love, sparks, loyalty, swoon rescue, kidnap, claiming, defending, protect Other readers of Carrie Ann Ryan’s books enjoyed books by: Kate Rudolph Felicity Heaton, JR Ward, Kresley Cole, Nalini Singh, Thea Harrison, Ilona Andrews, Jennifer L Armentrout, Lynsay Sands, Grace Goodwin, Lora
Leigh, Jessie Donovan, Shelly Laurenston, Donna Grand, Mandy M Roth, NJ Walters, Abigail Owen, and Eve Langlias.
CFA Program Curriculum 2020 Level I Volumes 1-6 Box SetJohn Wiley & Sons
Welcome to Vermont! The first three full-length novels in Sarina Bowen's bestselling True North series are yours to enjoy. The set includes: Bittersweet, Steadfast and Keepsake. You'll meet a grumpy orchardist who makes award winning hard cider, an ex-con ready for redemption and a tempting still-waters-run-deep sort of guy who was raised in a cult. And remember: farmers like to get dirty. Come for the hot lumbersexuals. Stay
for the food, family and friends! "Fantastic." USA Today “If you have not the True North series, I highly recommend it as a summer binge read.” Shh Mom’s Reading “This series is EVERYTHING. These characters are just incredible, relatable, and absolutely unforgettable.” Shayna Renee’s Spicy Reads “Easily one of my top series.” Guilty Pleasures Book Reviews _________________________________ For fans of: Helena
Hunting, Elle Kennedy, Catherine Gayle, Avon Gale, Toni Aleo, Kristen Callihan, LJ Shen, Mona Kasten, Corinne Michaels, Jana Aston, Karina Halle, Meghan March, Jay Crownover, Anna Todd, Geneva Lee, Audrey Carlan, Jill Shalvis, Suzanne Brockmann, Helen Hoang, Christina Lauren, Kristan Higgins, Sally Thorne, Penelope Sky, Vi Keeland, Penelope Ward, Debbie Macomber, Nora Roberts, Maisey Yates, Sarah Mayberry,
Elle Kennedy, Lauren Blakely, Susan Mallery, Penny Reid, Julia Kent, Kelly Jamieson, Melanie Harlow, Carrie Ann Ryan, Kendall Ryan, Kennedy Ryan, Helen Hardt, Meghan March, Julia Kent, Meli Raine, Sylvia Day, Chelle Bliss, Brenda Rothert, Natasha Madison, Kylie Scott, Helena Hunting, Sloane Kennedy, Penelope Sky, Elle Kennedy. Keywords: box set, omnibus, three books, boxset, small town romance, steamy romance,
Vermont, New England, farmer romance, bad boy romance, alpha males, football romance, reluctant hero, sports romance, bad boys, alphas, grumpy hero, male virgin, virgin hero, cult member, kidnapped, friends to lovers, ex-lovers, exes, second chance romance, opposites attract, hate to love, second chances.
Books 1 - 3
Steamy Small Town Romance
CFA Program Curriculum 2019 Level II Volumes 1-6 Box Set
Harlequin Nocturne September 2017 Box Set
Peace Valley Boxed Set 1
The Aliomenti Saga Box Set (Books 1-3)
Readers say "You're going to want to live there!" Four stories in New York Times and USAToday bestselling Texas romance author Jean Brashear’s much-loved Sweetgrass Springs small town romance series, now combined in a boxed set “Jean Brashear writes with warmth and emotional truth. The depth of her understanding of human nature marks her as a writer to watch." ~Debbie Macomber,
#1 New York Times bestselling author BE MINE THIS CHRISTMAS: The man he’s become is not the boy she once knew—and he may never forgive her, once he knows the secret she’s been concealing. TEXAS CHARM: He’s a country superstar; she’s a small town waitress. When the real world slams into their stolen dream, whose heart will be the one to break? TEXAS MAGIC: One billionaire…one
tomboy…one night of magic. What is truth, and who is real…and is love a luxury neither can afford? BE MY MIDNIGHT KISS: A woman with no faith in love meets the quintessential nice guy determined to breach her mile-high walls. While they’re busy listing the reasons they’re unsuited, something powerful is growing between them. New Year’s Eve is for lovers and new beginnings…will these two
stubborn souls take the risk?
The Complete Dragon Ever After Series in one box set! For fans of sweet fantasy romance, this series features fairy tale retellings filled with magic, adventure, and strong princesses determined to save their kingdoms and their dragons! Book One-Dragon Fairest This Snow White's no damsel in distress. He's a dragon shifter on the run from the foster mother who wants him dead. Book Two-Once
Upon A Dragon This Cinderella's not at the ball to dance. He's searching for magic a magic pumpkin that might be the key to saving his kingdom. Book Three-Dragon And The Beast This Beast is no monster. She's a lonely princess cursed with out-of-control magic. Book Four-Sleeping Dragon This Sleeping Beauty is no damsel in distress. He's a cursed prince determined to protect his kingdom
from an evil enchantress. Keywords: fairy tale romance, fantasy romance, slow burn, royal fairytale retelling, dragon books, magic romance, enchanted magic, found family, ya fantasy romance, sweet fantasy romance, epic, love story, witch and wizard, werewolf, throne, princess, wolf shifter, young adult, teen, snow white, cinderella, beauty and the beast, sleeping beauty.
All three books available in one box set. (There is NO new content as opposed to purchasing them separately.) Set in the world of the Governor Trilogy. Dirge, Solace, Release [MMF, political romance] -- Dirge (Book 1) He doesn’t know how to let go… I was a husband, a father, a politician. Now, I’m just lost. Maybe they can help find me, I don’t know. Maybe I shouldn’t be found. Maybe the
devastation that is my life should be allowed to crumble and decay. There is no comfort in a funeral dirge, no solace in empty words spoken to me. There is no release from this hell but death, and I can’t do that yet. I don’t know how to let go. But…maybe they can help me hold on. --- Solace (Book 2) He doesn’t know how to give in… I’m in way over my head. I’m waiting for someone to point a finger
at me and call me an imposter. I don’t belong here. Yet I can’t think of anywhere I’d rather be. I don’t know what the hell this is between us, but even while I hate it, I crave it, like a damn drug. I need it. I need them. And I’ll do whatever it takes to stay here, even if it means giving up who I am. --- Release (Book 3) She doesn’t know how to give up… Off-limits. Boss. Married. But now… The excuses are
gone, and the gloves are off. Except there’s a jungle of pain to carve through first, and I don’t know if I’m strong enough. All I know is I’m willing to try, if they are. I suspect if we can make it through to the other side that we’ll be unstoppable. It’s the journey that’s a bitch, though. So buckle up, buttercup. It’s going to be a wild ride.
Denial. Redemption. Love. Enjoy the Peace Valley Amish Series Books 1-3 in one Great Collection! Book 1 - Amish Truth Be Told Can the light of God's truth transform their community, and their husbands' hearts? Or are some secrets too painful to reveal? Book 2 - Amish Heart and Soul A lifetime of habit is hard to break, and for one, denying the truth will put not only his marriage, but his life, at
risk. What is the price of redemption? Can there truly be peace in Peace Valley? Book 3 - Amish Love Saves All Can the residents of Peace Valley, working together, truly move past antiquated views in order to save themselves? Find out in the Amish Peace Valley 3-Book Collection by Rachel Stoltzfus. The Peace Valley Amish series is a thought provoking Christian collection certain to bring you
joy. If you love well written Amish fiction that will keep you turning pages to know what happens next, start reading the Peace Valley Amish 3-Book Boxed Set now! Great for lovers of Amish romance novels, Amish romance authors, Amish romances, Amish romance writers, Amish romance book, Amish romance fiction, Amish romance novel excerpt, best Amish romance authors, Amish Christian
romance authors, list of Amish romance authors, Amish romance books, Amish romance books online, free Amish romance books, Amish Christian romance books, Amish contemporary romance, Amish romance collection, Amish English romance, Amish romance fisher, Amish romance movies, what is Amish romance, good Amish romance, list of Amish romance, Amish romance novel authors,
top Amish romance novels, Amish romance novels read online, Amish romance series, Amish romance stories, Lancaster PA, Amish country, Lancaster county saga, Amish books series, Amish New Books, Amish books fiction, Amish books, Amish books authors, Amish Christmas books, Amish life books, Amish books, Amish girl book, Amish living books, living Amish, Amish book series
authors, Amish bookends, Amish reading books, Amish next book, Amish bookstore, Amish and Mennonite books, Amish grace, Amish fiction series, Amish fiction 2019, Amish fiction book club, inspirational Amish fiction, inspirational Amish, Amish ebook, Amish girl book, Amish culture, Amish books to read, Amish 2019, Amish upcoming books about the Amish lifestyle.
2022 CFA Program Curriculum Level II Box Set
CFA Program Curriculum 2020 Level I Volumes 1-6 Box Set
The Metal Worker
Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports
Season of series
The Full Contemporary Romance Series
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